Gub Test Etiquette for Parents and Guests
All of the students, including your student, have taken much time to prepare for this Gub Test. It requires
much focus on their part as they are asked questions by the testing panel. In an effort to help your student
and their fellow students, we kindly ask you to do the following.
1. Turn off your cellphones. If you need to have a phone conversation, please exit the school.
2. Keep your conversations to a minimum. Each student has worked hard and needs to focus. If you
need to talk please exit the do‐jang (training hall) and go into the lobby. Please keep in mind that the
lobby opens into the do‐jang. Therefore, if you have a conversation in the lobby it can be heard in the
do‐jang. If you want other parents and guests to be respectful of your student when they test then
please follow the golden rule and do the same thing for other students.
3. Seating is limited. Please arrive on time. The test will start promptly and the students need time to
warm up and get lined up.
4. Please use the restroom before the test begins. While you may use the restroom during the test it is
distracting to the students who are testing as you walk through the do‐jang. Please be considerate of
this.
5. All of the school rules are still in effect during a test. Including:
a. Children can only leave with approved guardians who were previously provided to the
office.
b. No gum chewing in the do‐jang.
c. No talking during the test. Just as during a class, we do not disrupt the time for others by
being distracting. If you want to congratulate a student, please do so afterwards.
d. Do not give instruction the students while they are testing. They are already concentrating
and do not need to be distracted by others telling them what to do.
e. Do not exit the school with your uniform exposed. Either remove the uniform, or cover it
with a shirt/jacket and remove the belt. The first rule of self‐defense is to not attract
attention to yourself unnecessarily.
6. Please do not post group photos or video online. Due to privacy reasons, including personal matters
such as divorce, we ask that you respect fellow students privacy and not post online to Myspace,
Facebook, etc.
7. Do not wear shoes on the do‐jang floor. Students train barefoot and will be taking the test barefoot.
Shoes are not allowed in the do‐jang as they can bring sand, rocks, etc. which can cause issues for
students.
8. Be respectful of the do‐jang, school and fellow students and staff. If you make a mess, clean it up. Do
not leave your items for others to clean up. This is disrespectful to the school.
9. All guests including young children are welcome. While young children are welcome they sometimes
have a difficult time staying quiet for long periods of time. If necessary, please have a backup person
who can help with a young child be watching them or taking them out of the do‐jang and quietly
playing with them in the lobby.
10. Belts are not awarded on the same day as the test. This is by design by Grandmaster Lee, so that the
students can get back into training without focusing on their rank.

